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all of netflix’s original programming are
now available in the united states. the
service has recently added the first season
of stranger things to its library, which has
gained the attention of the public. in the
meantime, the network has also released
a new teaser for the upcoming sequel to
the show, which promises to give fans all
the answers they are looking for. the
trailer also hints at the fact that there is a
lot more to the story than meets the eye.
netflix’s initial run of original programming
has been successful, with stranger things
attracting millions of views on its first day
of release. the second season of the show
is expected to release on july 4th of this
year. however, fans will have to wait until
2019 for the conclusion of the second
season of stranger things. for those who
are interested, here is the trailer of
stranger things season 2 will be out on july
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4th, 2019. stranger things season 2: all 10
episodes will be available on the same
day. the trailer also gives a glimpse of all
the intriguing characters of the show.
stranger things s02 e10 trailer "it" will be
released by netflix on the same day. the
third season of the sci-fi horror drama
series was to be released on the streaming
giant on july 4. however, within a few
hours of its release on netflix, the entire
season got leaked online. the season got
leaked on torrent sites before its release.
while the first two seasons of stranger
things got good reviews, the third season
didn't have much buzz. the show faces a
series of problems. first of all, netflix has
not been in the business of streaming tv
for long. in fact, it is only in 2017 that it
ventured into the territory. it owns a
subscription service but it can't win any
emmy. secondly, the show has never had
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good reviews. fans were excited about the
first two seasons. but the third season
faced a lot of problems and there were a
lot of complaints about the show. that's
why the third season was not as good as
the first two. fans of the show got upset.
they started sharing memes and jokes
about the series. here are some of the
memes and jokes shared online: strangers
things season 4 volume 2: netizens get
upset as netflix crashes at the time of the
series premiere, share memes and jokes
(view tweets) they were angry over the
fact that the show had leaked online.
everyone was using their favourite
streaming services to download the series.
some even used the vpn service to access
the series. they were all upset as they
didn't know how to access the show or
how to download it. also read: stranger
things 2: nancy's thumbs might never be
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the same after the mid-season finale
horror so, they were all upset. the fans of
the show were actually upset. they were
upset at the fact that the show got leaked
online. while they were upset, they also
shared some memes and jokes. they were
angry over the fact that the show had
leaked online. they used their favourite
streaming services to download the series.
also read: stranger things season 4: will
byers has a lesson for his daughter and it
breaks my heart - david harbour fans react
to the show's pre-release leak so, they
were all upset. they were upset at the fact
that the show had leaked online. so, they
were all upset.
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series, the popularity of the original
stranger things has been boosted. the

demand is expected to reach a new peak
next year with the release of stranger

things season 4 volume 2, in 2019.
although the record-breaking worldwide
grosses of the netflix original series have
been a boon for many filmmakers, in fact
it is the devastating efficiency with which
netflix delivered the show on demand that

has made it so popular. the short
turnaround time between the first episode
being released and the rest being released

within a few days is the only way netflix
can compete with the onslaught of tv

shows and films that are being released
daily. but unlike most of the shows that

are being released daily, stranger things is
a show that holds viewers captive. the

show, which tackles topics such as child
abduction, government surveillance and
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paranormal activity, does not have a linear
story, which has prevented netflix from
adding a second season to the original
10-episode run. but with all the buzz

around the upcoming sequel, netflix will
now be able to add a season of stranger

things to its library before the end of 2018.
the producers will then release the season
in a way that best serves their streaming
service, thus ensuring that it will not be

the next lost. netflix has also been one of
the few networks that have tried to take
advantage of the success of the original
stranger things. the company has been

launching original content across multiple
platforms, which have given it a

competitive advantage over hbo. it has
since launched a series of unfortunate

events, always be my maybe, the kissing
booth and losers. these shows showcase

the fact that netflix is just as able to
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produce high quality content as its rival.
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